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Fart I: Organization and attendance

1. The Fifth ECa/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development took place in

Geneva from 13 to 24 August 1970. ,. .

2. The purpose of the Fifth Joint Meeting was to assist African Governments. .

to harmonize, their views in order to adopt common positions on various issues .

that were to be discussed at the Tenth Session of the UNCTAD Trade and

Development Board.

3. Representatives of the following Member States of ECA/OAU attended the

meetings, Algeria, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Democratic .

Republic of), Congo (People's Republic of), Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory

Coast, Kenya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritius, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal,.Somali

Democratic Republic, Tunisia, Uganda, Upper Volta and the United Arab Republic.

4. A,list, of participants is attached, to this report as annex III.

5. Opening statements were made by the representative of the Administrative

Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity and the representative

of the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.

6. The meeting unanimously elected H.E. Mr. Marc Nan-Nguema (Gabon) as

Chairman; H.E. Mr. Mohamed Sayah (Tunisia) and Mr. M. Ismail Kaiiim (Somalia) as

First and Second Vice-Chairmen respectively, Mr. A. El-Gowhari (United Arab

Republic)was elected Rapporteur.

7. At its Second Session, the meeting d,ecided to set up a drafting group

composed of the following delegations: Algeria, Congo (Democratic Republic of),

Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast and Mali.

8. The agenda prepared by the Secretariat was,. after some amendments, adopted

unanimously. It is reproduced in annex II to this report.

9. .A list of the documents prepared by the ECA and OAU Secretariats for the

meeting can be found in annex IV. In addition, the meeting had before it the

reports of the main UNCTAD Committees and other documents prepared by the UN"CTAD

secretariat for the tenth session of the Trade and Development Board.

10. At the end of its deliberations, the meeting adopted this report.and the

recommendations which appear in annex I.
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Part II; Account of Proceedings . . .

Ife_Se_PPnd United Nations Development Decade

11. The meeting took note of the various developments which had taken place in the

preparation of the Second Development Decade since the Fourbh Joint Meeting. Progress

had been made during the third Resumed Ninth Session of the Board on the formulation

of UNCTAD's contribution to the Second United Nations Development Decade, but agreement

had not been reached in two important areas, namely maritime transport and the objectives

of aid and the implementation of the 1 per cent aid target by developed countries.

However in relation to shipping and ports the delegations were informed that following

consultations held with experts from some permanent missions in Geneva the President

of the Trade and Development Board and the Secretary General of UNCTAD had been able to

prepare a draft text which would be submitted to the Board at its Tenth Session. It was

hoped that at its Tenth Session the Beard would be able to endorse an additional text"

on the contribution of UKCTAD to the Second Development Decade.

12. With regard to the question of financing and aid, delegates expressed their concern

that the developed countries had done very little to implement Resolution 27 (II) of

the second Conference on the trasfer of 1 per cent of the developed countries1 GNP to

the developing countries in the form of aid. The meeting reaffirmed its support for

the recommendations of ite third and fourth sessions and the stand of the Group of 77

developing countries on the question of aid. Many delegates stated that implementation

of the L per cent aid ts^gets ana the adoption of favourable objectives for the

financial assistance -oo developing countries is of prime importance to developing

countries; in thi? ~^-et narr* a^Vre.t^f ™?-°erred to the favourable recommendations

included in the Pearson Report and the report of the Development Assistance Committee

in relation to the aid targeb and the objectives of aid.

13. The meeting expressed the hope that African countries in the OAU meetings and in

the United Nations General Assembly, together with other developing countries, would make

a concerted effort to urge the developed countries to accept and implement the objectives

and conditions of aid policy and the 1 per cent aid target not later than 1972.

14-. The meeting 'also discussed the provision of soft loans on concessional terms. It

was recommended that in the future these loans should be equitably distributed among

the developing countries.

15. Many delegates expressed their dissatisfaction with the manner in which the

contribution of UNCTAD to the Second Development Decade appeared in the report of
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the Preparatory Committee. Delegates were of the opinion that the efforts of the

developing countries in UNCTAD to get the developed countries'to accept commitments to

certain objectives and targets had been diluted by the way the Preparatory Committee

presented them in its report in document a/7982.

16. The meeting requested the ECA and the 'OAU to prepare a report recapitulating the

evolution of UNCTAD since the first session of the Conference.

Third session of UWCTAD . . - ■ '

17. The meeting emphasized the desirability of holding the third session of UNCTAD

within the first part of 1972 so that the decisions arising therefrom could be used to
. *■ ■ ■■ i ■

reinforce the implementation of the Second United Nations' Development Decade. "

18. While the Secretary-General of UNCTAD already had produced a provisional' agenda,

it was hoped that the tenth session of the Board would take fully into consideration

all elements of .interest to the African region when considering the agenda.

19. During the Council of Ministers of the OAU and subsequently the African Heads of

States meeting in .Algiers in late 1968, the African States, after careful consideration

of the report o£ UNCTAD II, resolved that a ministerial meeting of the Group of 77

should meet before the ninth session of the Trade and Development Board. In this respect

the meeting, was. of the opinion that it would be desirable that the forthcoming meeting

of the Council of Ministers to be followed by the meeting of Heads of States reaffirm

their previous resolutions and recommendations on the matter. Such a meeting of the

Group of 77 should try to harmonize the objectives of the Group-and increase their

continued solidarity> in accordance with the Charter of Algiers, in particular in

relation to the general system of preferences„

20. The meeting also called upon the Chairman of the Group of 77 to initiate

consultations among member countries of the Group of 77 with a view to the eventual

convening of a ministerial meeting preceding the third BGasion. of UNCTAD, as recommended

by the Charter of Algiers..,

Commodity problems and policies

21. The meeting emphasized the importance of this item for the developing countries"in

general and the African countries in particular- It decided that the broad principles

agreed upon at the Third and FpUrth Joint Meetings should continue to constitute the

basis of the African, stand in the field of commodities.

22. The meeting considered the report of the ECA/OAU Secretariats on consultations

among producing ,countries on commodities of export interest to the African countries.
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I3- f:e^se* "3 appreciations for the study and the proposals for-joint action
by African producers in respect of a number of commodities. . .

24. 'The- meeting'recommended that the ECA and the 0AU should take the initiative to

arrange consultations among all interested African producing countries in respect of
citrus fruits.

25. The meeting expressed regret, however, that the study had not covered * astor ■

rf other commodities of export interest to African countries, such as Totfen,"" -" .
bananas, manganese, fruits and vegetable, and potash, and in particular the transport '
problems facing some of these, commodities. I,t requested the ECA. and the OAU to,Study

the problems faced also by these commodities with a view to making,concrete proposals.

0 ™S>Sd aOUOn ^ intereSt6d pr°dUCerS- ^ mSetinS ^reSSefl "s appreciation
to UNCTAD for its assistance in the preparation of ..the- study before it and expressed
the hope thafUHCTAD would continue to assist the ECA. in carrying cut these studies. =
26. Some delegations suggested that African countriea should concert their eff.rts -
with a view to investing in the brokerage companies so as.to end speculation on ; 'i

commodities bf export interest to these countries. .....,•
27. The' meeting recommended that the ECA and the/oAU should explore possibilities . ■■
of agreements between producing and consuming;countries in the region with regard

to primary sommodities, especially foodstuffs. .- ...

28. The meeting re-affirmed'its recommendation of the third Joint Meeting that a ■
General Agreement of Commodities should be concluded so that there might be uniform

principles and models on which all commodity agreements could.be based. . '

29. The meeting also considered the Report of the Committee on Commodities-on its .
fifth session.

30. It noted that agreement had been nearly reached..on proposals submitted in ■>-

respect of pricing policy and trade liberalization and expressed the hope that

final agreement would be reached at the tenth session of the Trade, and Development
Board. " " ~ ' '" ' ''

31. With regard to the draft resolution submitted.by African countries on the ■ ■ ..

question of the "least developed; among developing countries^. th« meeting recommended -

that this draft resolution should be remitted to. the Group of ..31 for discussion in a .--
working group to be set up during the..tenth session of the Board.

32. The'meeting also "reviewed'international action on commodities in the light -„■ ■
of recent" developments.
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33. It expressed regret that continued efforts to achieve an international cocoa

agreement had still not cleared all difficulties standing in the way of an agreement.

It hoped that "the cor.suJ tat? or :■ vhinh ;;orc currently carried out by the Secretary-

General'of UNCTAD with a view to clearing the way for a cocoa conference would be"

34* The meeting also expressed the hope that the discussions which are presently

being held at the "International Coffee Organization would have a successful outcome

with regard, especially, to allocation of quotas among the producing countries.

35'a The meeting expressed its support for the recommendation of the FAO study group

on oilseeds,' oils and fats that the name of the study group be changed to "the

Intergovernmental Consultative Committee on Oilseeds, Oils and Fats", and that both

the UNCTAD' Committee oh'Commodities and the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems should

consider -irteiiging the status of the group into a joint FAO/UNCTAD body.

Expansion and diversification of exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures of
developing coun'trieSo

36. The meeting took note of the reports o£ the UNCTAD Committee on Manufactures and

of the Special Committee on Preferences.

37» The meeting reaffirmed its support for the principle of establishing a General

Scheme of Preferences in favour of developing countries as stated in resolution 21 (II)

of the..'. Second UNCTAD- as well' as the relevant recommendations of the Third and Fourth

Joint Meetings of ECA/OAU,

38. The meeting discussed the ECA/OAU study on the General Scheme of Preferences and

its evaluation cf tne provisional offers of the OECD countries. Many delegations

expressed their appreciation for the analysis it provided. These delegations thought

that the study,'though static? provided an illuminating first approximation of the ■

revenue benefits likely to accrue to African developing countries if the-present OECD

offers were to be implemented without any pre-conditions. Other delegations drew the

attention of the meeting to a number of weaknesses in the study. Those delegations

stressed in particular that the approach adopted was static and as such did-not take

into consideration the possible inducement to an increase in exports as a result of the

Scheme, ■■■■..

39. Delegates expressed their dissatisfaction with the contents of the provisional

offers of the OECD countries and stated that they would abide by the relevant resolution

of the 14th Session of the Council of Ministers of OAU in February 1970 urging potential

donor countries to improve and harmonize their offers.
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40. Some delegations pointed out that certain African countries might be. adversely

affected by implementation of a generalized system of preferences.. As a consequence

several delegations suggested that the developed OSCD countries should consider the

establishment of a discriminating quota system in favour of the countries most likely -

to be adversely affected.

41. In view of the fact, that a number of African countries export a very .limited,.

number of products, a differential global quota system was suggested Isy some delegates

with a minimum quota allocation to allow an acceptable rate of growth, with the purpose

of compensating for the prospective shortcomings in the General Scheme of Preferences.

The quota system suggested was supposed to take into account the total exports of each

developing country, the commodity range, and the annual rate of change in its. exports..

Exports of least developed countries, according to the suggestion, would be. allowed

duty and quota free, and this allowance would be phased out progressively .during the

course of development,

42. So^e-delegatiun^fert^^ '.praiarsnces ^ "

rperiod of time terminating "by the end of the first term-■ <*f -duration of

Enheme ©f Preferences.

43. The main objective, of the Scheme was to bring about a structural change in the

pattern of trade by encouraging the-production and sale of goods not previously

produced or.sold, or goods not previously sold on a significant scale, by developing

countries. As a result of this, some delegations expressed the view'that the

Secretariat document laid too much emphasis on the short-term probable effects of the

Scheme. Other representatives stressed that the effect of the general system of

preferences would be diminished if-new trade negotiations of the Kennedy Round type

envisaged in the framework of GATT on the basis of the most favoured nation principle

were to be held. . .■

44. Many delegations felt that_the evaluation made by the ECA/OAU.was satisfacotry.

Some delegations, however, pointed out that most of the gains and losses to be derived

from the implementation of the scheme could not be quantified* It might consequently be

misleading to calculate only the graaU visible part of the gains. Some participants

further regretted that the secretariat's study had not taken into consideration the

established trade links between certain developed and developing countries.
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.5 The' meeting recognized, however, that the ECA/OAU document had not attempted to

indicate what the African position on this question should be. The document had merely

provided data/and information, on the basis of which African Governments might'formulate

their position on this question.

46. The meeting expressed the hope that the OBCD countries would endeavour to-make the

revised offers available as early as possible before the resumed Fourth Session of the

' Committee "on Preferences."" It was further hoped that the OECD countries would take into

consideration the views expressed by this meeting.

Ul, The'meeting agreed on the need for unity"of African countries on this-question. It

was stressed that unity could only be achieved if the interests of all African countries

were, taken into consideration.

Financing related to trade

"l$. The meeting had before it the report of the Committee on Invisibles and Financing

related,to trade on its fourth session. It expressed its support for the three. "■

resolutions, contained in annex IV of the report.

49,^ DelegateV expressed disappointment that 'the'target of 1% of GNP fixed for the

' yolume: of aid'to the developing countries as"accepted in resolution 27 (II) of UNCTAD II

' had still, not been reached. Developed countries were urged to implement the target,

including' ttie. provision' cfa minimum of 0.75'per cent by W of net official financial

resource transfers, not lax-er than 1972.

50, 'support'was alro expressed for resolution 2565 (XXIV) of the General Assembly

which called upon the JW, inter alia, to approve an adjustment that would give the

developing'^oun^e^^ " ~ .'' "
51.' The meeting was of the view that a link'should be found between the" Special

Drawing .Rights within the IMF with a comm'tment to provide additional development

"finance and Recommended "'that at the' nex'J' allocation of SDR's due consideration should

be given'to the establishment of>'direct link between this hew reserve;asset and

additional development finance.

52,'V The meeting' reaffirmed its'support fbVthe principle of establishing a multilateral

interest .equalization fund. ^ .....

53.""! The meeting' reaffirmed'its support for "a scheme for supplementary financing and

expressed'the hope that;the report, to be"submitted by the IBRD pursuant to [l

"resolution 6o"(lX) of'the Trade and Development Board would contain proposals which

would enable the soh ,ne to enter into force from the start of the Second United Nations

Development Tecade,
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54- The meeting also had before it an ECA/OAU study on.Aid to Africa. The participants

. \;ook note with interest of the study,

55c Representatives of the ECA and the ADB briefed the meeting on the progress in,

the establishment of an Africor P^^lopnent Fund as a soft-loan window of the ADB,

financed by .contributions from developed countries. A representative of the OAU drew

the attention of delegations to the difference between that fund and the trust fund

which it is proposed to. establish in accordance with the self-reliance policy envisaged

by the SCA. The trust fund envisaged by the ECA Executive pommittee. at.its Second

Session would.be considered by the, Council of Ministers of the OAU at the Council's

15th Session*

56, The meeting welcomed the presence of the ADB representative. Some delegations

expressed the wish that in the future the Bank should also attend the meetings of the

Committee on Invisibles and Financing Related to Trade.

Shipping

57c The meeting after having considered the Report of the Committee on Shipping on its

fourth session rer-emphasised the importance of shipping for African countries in view

af the extent of African countries' dependence on trade and the geographical distribution

of their trade. It.was noted thai; many resolutions had been passed by the Committee on

shipping in,its.fourth, session. Some delegates expressed regret that a number of

these resolutions had not adequately safeguarded the interests of developing countries.

However, the view was expressed.that this matter could be brought up in interventions

before the Trade and Development Board..,

Igg3g_relations among countries having different economic and social systems

58. The meeting:notoa that the. markets o± socialist countries of Eastern Europe offered

great opportunities fcr.the products of African countries.

59. It was pointed out, however, that many problems of an economic, institutional and

trade policy nature needed tp.be solved in order to facilitate expansion of trade

between socialist countries of Eastern Europe and African countries.

60- The.meeting, in. conformity with the recommendations of the Fourth Joint Meeting of

ECA/OAU, requested the Secretariats of the OAU and the ECA to undertake studies aimed

at analysing, trade prospects for African countries in socialist countries of Eastern

Europe and exploring ways and means of overcoming obstacles to traqle between these

countries and African countries in general taking into account the studies carried out

by UNCTAD in this field.
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61. It was stressed.that the potential-for traje between African countries .and..- ..- ;'

socialist countries of Eastern Europe would be fulfilled more-easily if the farmer'could

be informed-well in advance about the likely supply shortages of the latter« Many

participants expressed the view that long-term agreements between African countries and

socialist countries of Eastern Europe could play a useful role in this respect.

62,. ^Attention was drawn to the fact that, though inequitable and unsatisfactory in many

respepts,; a scheme of general, non-reciprocal and non-discriminatory system of preferences

for manufactures and semi-manufactures from developing countries had been proposed by

developed market .economy countries. The' meeting recommended that pursuant to UNCTAD "

resolution 15 (II) socialist countries of Eastern Europe should also be urged to give

preferen^al, treatment to productskpi^O:rt^4.fr<^\-.dev«l^ihg.:^ouiri;ries ■ eom|>a1si^e\with■

their economic systems'.-' ■■--■ ' '

63. With' this end in view, it was decided that the African countries members of the

Board, should 'press the Trade and Development Board at its 10th session to agree on a

timetable for implementing resolution 15 (II).

Principles governing international trade relations and trade policies conducive to

development. Conference resolution 22 (II)

64. The meeting note,d that, up to date, a number of principles designed to govern

international tra^vrelat^ons and policies which were'adopted by UNCTAD I had not been

implemented...,.:.Since. &HCTAD I,: new problems had arisen that make formulation of new

principles necessary., > .'

65. The meeting took note of resolution 22 (II) requesting the Board to establish

appropriate machinery for consultation on, and settlement of, prbblems pertaining to the

implementation or- nop-implementation-.of any of the existing principles and new principles

that may>:t?e adopted hereafter.; ,-The meeting expressed support for the creation of such

a body* ..^t was hoped that such a body would examine causes for non-implementation of "

existing principles and suggest ways and means of removing them so that developing

countries which.hitherto had margin.ally benefited might gain in the future. Furthermore,

thev body was requested to recommend new principles to deal with particular problems' with

a view .to thei^r acceptance during .the'third session of UNCTAD, "

66. The meeting ..was of the opinion that these questions should also be examined by"a'J"

ministerial meeting of African States.;before-the meeting of 77 and UNCTAD III, ' ;; ;

67. As regards the attitude of African delegations''in respect of this question during

the tenth .session of the Board, it was agreed that-the African group should Ineet in

advance- of the discussion of these issues to harmonise their views. iV
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the tr^fl of.developing

68. ^e meeting noted that the -Board at tl * first part of:-ita.-nttth. session had had
before it two draft .texts .which ^ere. subsequently ;refe*red :to a Contact group/ No

agreement, however, ^d been.reaohed on a .-text, in the group. >■-.-.. .: ... -; -:

69. The.participants expressed the hope.that .regional- economic, groupings of developed
countries would not affect .adversely.the tuade and economic development of African
countries..,.,,, . . ... ...... .

70. The, meeting .agreed that consultations .on this item should be .continued on the

contact group level at. the tenth session pf; the BoarcU ■■ //.-.-.•
p^K economic .no-o^tion »n* ^.na^^^^M ^

countries: Oon.^riRation.of report of th« TnW^^gta\ Group

7171. The meeting re-emphasized the. importance of this subject to--African countries.
Many delegates expressed tjutfr firm support 0;f. the recommendations, on this subject. ■

contained in the report of the Third and Fourth Joint-ECA/OAU Meetings on Irade and
Development.

12. The- iwi^nWOTT^t-^ i^i^^ibn^EcohotoS^:
Cooperation and Regional Integration.among Developing Countries wotUd meet-;from 2 to

18 November 1970. . It was hoPe4 .that if the, report of that meeting 'could be c^ctiiated

among the respective governments as early as possible'the. issues therein should be

discussed during the resumed session of the Tenth Board meeting scheduled f6r early
February 1971.... . ,. .- ,,«,■ . .,. „ .,; ■ , ■. ■ , ■; ■. ■ ,,. t.;.. ■ .-,

73. .?ursua^t Jp.re,Qiution 23 .(ll),.j.t:iey requested the,developed countries to make '- - "

known, during the first meeting,of the Inter-Governmental Grou^,%he■ practic^ ':

measures, they .intend to take,to .assist:-tl» developing countries-, more Tartibularly'

the African countries,, to achieve the- targets connected with the expansion of trade

and region^ economic integration;*- , •■: , , ;.;, . > .- : : , . '

3, r.A representative of the tECA sperptarfaty- at the request of^^ the.■■"delegates, briefed

the meeting.pn the recent activities and programme of worl^oT EGA iri this area. He drew

the attention of participants; on :the possibility: of initiating bilateral trade consul-

tatiuns of a noncommittal ;and confidential nature ^between A%ican countries' in - ■

conjunction with the biannial sessions of -the Conferencel of Ministers of the ECA. The "

first consultations could- b.e .held-, during the 10th Session of the ECA which would take

place in Tunisia in February. 1971. Consultation^ he. added, had been held-under the

auspices of the Economic,Gommi.ssion ■for-®Ta?ope-..and the Econ6mic Commission for Asia ' '"•""

and the Far East, and these had led to the conclusion of a number of bilateral trade

agreements in the two regions.
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75. ..A.representative of the OAU Secretariat informed the meeting about the activities

which the OAU has .been, carrying out since 1968 in the field of economic: co-operation in

close co-ordination wi^h the&CA.. He further informed participants of the OAU decision

to stage an All-African,Jrade.Fair, in Nairobi in 1972.

76. The. Representative of the African Development Bank informed the meeting about the

objectives and programme .q^^work of-the Bank, in the field of economic co-operation

between.its .member countries.,-..., . .,

77. Following, the above infoiTiiation the meeting expressed its appreciation to the two

Secretariats and the representative of the African Development Bank and recommended

tha^ the ECA should provide., facilities for the holding of trade consultations during

the forthcoming session of the, ECA. conference of ministers. The meeting recommended

that international organizations such as UNCTAD should extend all possible co-operation

to ECA in this.field.

78. The meeting reviewed activities of regional and sub-regional groupings in the

region. In view; of the .complex nature of. the questions of economic co-operation and

regional integration in Africa the meeting requested the Secretariats of the ECA: and

the OAU to continue their ...efforts and studies on economic co-operation and regional

integration in Africa with a view to evolving concrete suggestions. It was further

requested that the two Secretariats.should report .regularly to the Joint ECA/OAU

Mseting on developments ;in this field. In that connexion, the Meeting reaffirmed its

recommendation of the Fourth Joint .ECA/OAU Meeting that the ECA should benefit from

an increase in financial resources and in personnel from the United Nations system

to enable it to engage, in operational activities-and,to take necessary initiatives

for the study and participation in.the implementation of projects of economic '

co-operation in the region. ■ '.'.'•

Special measures in favour of least developed wmong developing countries

79. The meeting, took note of the. various developments which had taken place since

UNCTAD II in respect of this subject. It re-affirmed the recommendations of the

Third and Fourth Joint ECA/OAU Jfeetings on. Trade and Development, and gave its full

support to jpesolutiona 63 (IX) and 65 (IX) of the Trade and Development Board,

as well as resolution 2564 (XXIV) of the General Assembly on this question. "

80. The Meeting emphasized the fact that resolution 24 (II) of the Second UNCTAD

invited "international bodies responsible for particular measures designed to benefit

developing countries generally, whenever possible, to design the form of, and elaborate
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:■ on,, the special measures which" might be taken ±£ favour of least developed countries

,_: and to identifyi.:such,countr^sr in thW context of each measure concerned taking fully

.,.into account the^iddiAdiy'iiig^i^^t'la-'^evattt- to the policy in question".

81. It further emphasized that-since Africa could be considered the least developed

among the developing region£ipriorit^ Should be -given to the question of identifying

the .problems-peculiar to those- countries and to 'evolving measures to solve them.

82. It urged all international bodies, including the subsidiary bodies of UNCTAD,

whiGhhave hitherto not been able' ~%o suggest concrete measures-ln favour of least

dev©J#pe&-eountries, to -do so -as soon^as possible. It was furiher'recommended that

the iSeprei*sriats,of the" ECA and'the OAtJ should take into account these proposals .with

a viey :to elaborating them -for the development of African countries.

.S-peoial -problems of the land-locked countries : ' '■■'■ "-1 ■"■'■'■■

83. The meeting noted with concern the Importance and specific nature of the problems

facing the land-locked countries. Attention was also drawn to the special problems

facing African countries such'"as long distances from foreign ports for the shipment of

their products' as well as"from the markets for their products.

84. The meeting urged'that the problems of the land-locked countries, especially

those situated in the AfricaS-region, should tie studied as a matter of priority with a

view to initiating international1 action aimed at assisting those countries in overcoming

the adverse economic consequences of their geographical situation, as these countries

were among, the least developed of the African countries.

85. The meeting considered the report^of the expert group which had been established
to study this question, in accordance with TJNCtfAD resolution li" (ilj and

resolution 50 ■ (VIII) of the Trade and Development Bbard. "

86. While some delegations expressed dissatisfaction with the analysis of the problems

in the expert group__.report,;:.Qther delegations drew at^nt±OT-'t6i'the;'"^dsitlve"d6ntribu-

tion of the report and requested the application of the measures contained therein.

87. On the whole,- the meeting was of the view, however, that more time was needed to ....

study and'evaluate this report before a common African position could be reached,

1/ TD/B/308 . ., : . , -...:....-■ ■...'•■
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Particular problems in the field of trade and development

Long distances to markets and foreign ports through 'which "exports are shipped

88. Attention was also drawn to the special problens facing African countries such as

long distances fron foreign ports for the shipment of their products as well as from

the markets for their products. "" ""

Trade pro-notion

£9. A representative of the EGA at the request of delegates briefed the neeting on

the activities and work programme of the African Trade Centre (ATC)."" The neeting

also considered the plan of operation of the ATC.

90. The neeting congratulated the Secretariat of ECA for the efficiency and speed .

with which it had established the Centre as requested' by Resolution 199 (IX) of the

ninth session of the Economic Commission for Africa, and noted with appreciation that.

since its creation in March 1970, the ATC had immediately embarked upon the

implementation of its work programme.

91- It was suggested that the Centre in addition to duties already contemplated .in

the programne.;of work should endeavour to carry out more field studies and offer

advice..an practical problems facing the African countries in the1field of trade

promotion^ -.-fha^neeting emphasized that ATC should aim at assisting African countries

in iLfricanising..and restructuring their commercial sectors. The desire was also

expres,s,ed^ that■ ATG should assist African countries in establishing an African Trade

Promotion Association.

92. Tha meeting requested that ATC should assist commodity producing countries in

launching joint advertising aid promotion cmpaigno. It was also recorpended that

closer co-ordination should be established between ATC and ITC ■with n view to

allowing ATG increased access to the facilities and resources available in ITC.'

9.3., The meeting expressed the desire that the .Centre would be the main channel through

which funds and experts in the field of trade and export'.promotion would .be /-provided

to Africa.

Technical assistance activitiesT including training of technical and special staff
in the field of export promotion and invisible transactions

94* The neeting decided that, due to constraints of tino,'this item should"be"

referred tc the. African Group on the Trade aid Development Board.

Progressive development of the law of international trade: third annual report
of the United 'Nations Commission on International Trade Law

95. The neeting-decided-that, due- to constraints of time, this iteri should be referred

tc the African Group on the Trade and Development Board.
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'■Transfer of technology, including-fehoV-^hcnf andr~patents " ' ■■-■■■-■-

96. The--niQeti?ig—dee-Med- ohat-j' -due-to*-constraints of tine, this item should be

referred to the ^.frican Group on the Trade and Developnent Board,

World food problen

97. The neating decided that, due to constraints of tine, this iten should be

referred to the African Group on the Trads and Developnent Board. ' '" ' " '" ''

Elections of officers to the Trade and Development Board

98. The neeting decided to present the following canclidatures to offices of the

Trade and Development Board during its tenth session:

(1) Vice-President: " H.E, M. W RAZAFINDRABE
Ambassador of Madagascar

(2) Rapporteur: Mr.. Abdelasis AYADHI .
First Secretary.

■ Permanent Mission

Geneva

Election to nenbership of Connittees

99- The neeting enphasised the inportance of having effective African rep3?esentation

in the Trade and Developnent Board'and all its subsidiary bodies. In this respect

the neeting recalled the Resolutions of the OAU Council of Ministers in its 11th,

12 and 13th sessions concerning the strengthening of African representation in UNGTAD.

100. The neeting decided to present the .following candidatures to the Gonnittees

of the Board:

Corsnittee on Connodities

Chad, Kenya and Tunisia

Connittee on Manufactures ■

Algeria .. ■

Coonittee on Invisibles and Financing Related to Trade

■.i Kenya, Nigeria and T^onisia " ■ ' :

Concittee on Shipping

■Ivory .Coast, Madagascar, Nigeria, Uganda and the United Arab Republic .. ■

Date and Place of the Sixth-Meeting— "■--- ■...._. ..

101. It was decided that the -sixth session of the EC/i/OAU joint neeting on trade and

developnent should be -held in Geneva prior to the 11th Session of the Trade and

Developnent.Board. It was also agreed-that the Secretariats of the ECA and-the OAU

would prepare the work progranne" and tHe'provisional agenda of the sixth Session after

consultations with the African Group in Geneva.
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ANNEX I

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Fifth Joint ECA/QAU Meeting on Trade and Development

Recommends that

The Second United Nations Development Decade

(i) the African countries should reiterate their support to the recommendations

of the 3rd and 4.th joint ECA/OAU meetings relating to the Second Development

Decade and especially in the field of finance and aid;

(ii) African countries members of the Trade and Development Board should endeavour

to ensure that agreement should be reached on pending issues concerning the

contribution of UIETAD to the Second Development Decade during the first part

of its 10th Session on the basis, of suggestions adopted by the Group of 77 in

document TD/B/I-.194; . . .

(iii)the African countries in the OAU and the General Assembly should press

developed countries to implement the 1 per cent aid target as early as possible

and in any case not later than 1972;

(iv) soft loans on concessional terms should be equitably distributed among developing

countries;

(v) fiio African countries should ensure that the text on the contribution of UN3TAD

to the Second Development Decade should be attributed the importance it deserves

in the final report on the Second Development Decade;

(vi) the EGA and the OAU should prepare a report recapitulating the evolution of

UNCTAD since the first session.of the Conference.

Third session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

(i) The Council of Ministers and the Heads of States meeting of the_0AU should

re-affirm their support for the ministerial meeting of 77 to precede the third

session of UNCTAD.

(ii) A ministerial meeting of African countries should be convened to discuss the

issues likely to be put on the agenda of the .ministerial meeting, of 77 and

UNCTAD' III.

(ill)The Chairman of the Group of 77 should initiate consultations with a view to

convening the ministerial meeting of 77 before UNCTAD XII, To this end the

Group of 31 should, in accordance with the Charter of Algiers, take necessary

measures for the preparation of this meeting. . .
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Commodity problems and policies

(i) the EGA and the OAU should arrange- for-consultatiomrto be held anong all
African producing countries in respect of citrus fruits;

(ii) the EGA and the OAU should continue to cany out studies on the subject of

consultations anong producing countries with a view to covering other

commodities of export interest to African countries, with special regard to

cotton, bananas, nanganese^fruits and vegetables and potash, and in
particular the transport problems facing some of these commodities;

Ciii) the EGA and the OAU should explore the possibilities of agreements between

producing and consuming countries in the African region in respect of

primary commodities, especially foodstuffs;

(iv) the draft resolution submitted by African countries on the question of the

least developed among developing countries should be remitted to the

Group of 31 for discussion by a working group to be set up during the tenth

session of the Trade and Development Board;

(v) the recommendation of the FAO Study Group on oilseeds, oils and fats that

the name of the study group be changed to the "Intergovernmental Consultative

Committee on Oilseeds, Oils and Fats", and that both the UNCTAD Committee on

Commodities and the FAO Conmittee on Commodity Problems should change the

status of the group into a joint FAO/UNCTAD body, should be implemented ;

(vi) African countries members of the Trade and Development Board should endeavour
to secure a final agreement at the tenth session of the Board on pricing

policy a&d liberalization of access-to narkefcsv: " '" '

Financing related to trade

(i) African countries strongly reaffirm the need to reach agreement by the beginning
of the Second Development Decade, and by 1972 at the latest, on the establishment

of a scheme of supplementary financing as well as the 1 per cent aid target,

at least 0.75 per cent of which was to be in the form of net official transfers;

(ii) the IMF, in accordance with resolution 2565 (XXIV) of the General Assembly,

should approve-an adjustment that would give the developing countries a larger
share in the total quotas of IMF;

1/ To be studied in conjunction with the study on iron ore,
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(iii) the countries, members of the IMF, be urged to accept, within tho franework

of the measures decided upon for the Second Development Decade, the

establishment of a direct link between the SDR's and additional development

finance at the next allocation of SDR's, due to be'determined in 1972;

(iv) African countries should support the: principle of the establishment of a

multilateral interest equalisation fund. ''' -

Trade relations anong countries having different economic and social systems

(i) the ECA and the OAU should undertake studies aimed at analysing trade prospects

for African countries in socialist countries of Eastern Europe and exploring

ways and means of overcoming obstacles to trade;

(ii) .■:„flpJiialisiLcauatrlas-o£- -Eastern-Europe—should - be- urged- ■ tcr give" preferential

treatment to products imported- from developing countries in accordance with

■paras. 3 and 4 of Part II of-Resolution 15 (ii); and

(iii) the African countries nenbers-of the Board should press for an agreement

! establishing a tinotable for implementing the relevant parts of resolution 15

(II). ' ■ • - ■

Principles governing international trade relations and trade ™iic*Ao.* conducive to
geveloment. :. - : , ■'": — _

(i) a meeting of relevant .ministers from African countries should be convened

before the ministerial meeting of 77 and UNCTAD III- to review, inter alia,

the problems associated with principles, governing international trade and

the setting up of a general sys4en .of preferences.

Trade expansion, economy co-operation and regional integration anons developing1
countries ' ^ ^—*

(i) the EGA and the OAU should assist African countries in holding non-conmittal
and confidential consultations in"conjunS^^ sessions "of

the Council of Ministers of the ECA with a view to increasing their bilateral

contacts and possibly naking concrete trade agreenents;

(Ii) international organizations, and In particular UNCTAD, as a matter of priority,
should extend all possible co-operation to ECA in the arrangement of such
consultations;
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(iii) the ECA and the OAU secretariats should prepare and present to the next

session of tr.e Joint EGA/OAU Meeting comprehensive and detailed studies

on econoraic co-operation and integration in Africa within the franework

of a strategy for economic development in the region;

(iv) the ECA and the OAU secretariats should report regularly to the Joint

ECA/OAU Meetings on developments in the.field of econonic co-operation

and integration anong African countries; . ... , < ■

(v) existing intergovernmental, regional, groupings .should benefit fron nore

support in their efforts to intensify co-operation anong the African ■

countries and should embark upon regional economic co-operation.

Special measures in favour of the least developed anong the developing countries:

(i) the recommendations of the third and fourth joint ECA/OAU meetings.be

maintained to fora the basis for the African position on this question,

as well as the relevant parts of resolution 24 (II);

(ii) after formulation of the special measures to bo taken in favour of the least

developed among the developing countries procedures and criteria cpulct be

laid down for their identificationj

(iii)'international bodies, including the subsidiary bodies of IXNCTAD, which-had -

hitherto not been able to suggest concrete measures in favour of the least

■ developed,countries, should do so as scon as- possible;

(iv) the EGA and the OAU .should examine any concrete measures which1might be

decided in favour of the least developed countries and take account of

those measures in order to assurev.tH.e..appropriat5nos.s ©£-4herrto the -economic

development of African countries.

Special problems of the land-locked countries

(i) the problems of the land-locked countries, especially those in Africa,

■ should be studied as a natter of priority with a view to initiating

international action aimed at assisting those countries in overcoming

'the adverse economic consequences of their geographical situation.
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Trqde_Jgronnjv1 rrn^

(1) nore resources should bo ^t *t tV= -n-rvcvi -,f ^o wn +- -,->
* ' ■■:-L-'jiji-'--—i- -u oj.;c Hiu Tio aJLi.ovj it; to expand

^ itE activities particularly in the field of training and advisory services;

^) closer co-ordination should bo established between the iic and "TC Mth a view
to avoiding duplication and allowing the ATC increased access to the
facilities and resourc&s available in ITC;

nore eraphasis should be laid by the African Trade Centre on the problems

oi iifricani.ation and restructuring of comercial sectors in the region-

efforts should be nade by the ATC to establish an Association of African
trade pronotion organizations, such as associations of exporters.

fm)
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1. Opening of the meeting " ' .

2. Election of officers ■■■.■■ , ■

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of the work'of the meeting

Kffi^S^t^ ^THE
4- "UNCto-andthe Second,United Nations Development,Decade

5- Third session of the. .United Nations Conference on Trade and Development:
objectives, provisional agenda, programme of preparatory work and. proposed

6. Review of the implementation of the recommendations of the Conference

7. International trade and financing: consideration of action arising from

BoardT 16S thG nalli C°^ittees «* <>&*? subsidiary bodies of the

(a) Commodity problems and policies; ' ' "

(b) Expansion and diversification of exports of manufactures and
semi-manufactures of developing countries, including the reports
of the Committee on Manufactures and of the Special Committee on
.rreierences \

(c) Financing related +,o trade and invisibles:

(i) Financing related to trade, including the relevant part of
the repor. of the Committee on Invisibles and Financing
Jl^"^ ii-auG, and « progress report by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development on supplementary
xmancing; J

(ii) Report of the Committee on Shipping

8- Trade relations among countries having different economic and social systems

9" -S^fi:^^^ ^cies

1/ Adopted in the plenary meeting on 13 August 1970.
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10. Impact of regional economic groupings of the developed countries on international

trade, including the trade of developing countries

11. Trade expansion, economic co-operation and regional integration among developing

countries: consideration of the report of the intergovernmental group

12. Special measures in favour of the least developed among the developing countries

13. Special problems of the land-locked countries

14.• Particular problems in the field of trade and development:

(a) Trade promotion;

(b) Technical assistance activities, including training of technical and

special staff in the field of export promotion and invisible transactions;

(c) Progressive development of the law of international trade: third annual

report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law;

(d) Transfer of technology, including know-how and patents;

(e) World food problem;

15. Any other business

(i) Election of Officers to Board

(ii) Election to membership of Committees

16. Date and place of sixth meeting

17. Adoption of the report
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ANNEX' III

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

LISTE DES PARTICIPANT'S

algeria/algerie

Member/Membre 1

Alternate/Suppleants:

CAMEROON/CAMEROUN

Member/Membre:

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC/
REPUBLIQUE CENTRAFRICAINE

Member/Membre:

CHAD/TCHAD

Member/Membre:

Alternate/Suppleant

CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF)/
CONGO (REPUBLIC DEKOCRATIQUE DU)

Member/Membre:

M. M.L. ALLOUAlffi

Ministere des Affaires etrangeres

M. B0UZAR3IA

Ministere des Affaires etrangeres

M. Mustapaa KETT.1B

Secretaire d'Ambassade

Mission permanynte, Geneve

M. J.R. NGONGO *

Attache Commercial

Ambassade du Cameroun

Bruxelles

M. J. 0UAT3B0T

Premier Beci'etaix*e de 1'Ambassade de

la Renublique Centrafricaine

M. Aladji OUhiDDO

Ambassa&eur -. ■■ ;-

Bruxelles

M, Alfred F. ROOKS

Consoill er econom.Lque

Ambassade? Bruzelles

K. M. GABBOU

Director of Economy

M. V. BINDO-ALBI

Ministre Conseiller

Representant Permanent Adjoint

Geneve
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CONGO (DETOCRATIC REPUBLIC OP) (contd.) ■
CONGO (REPUBLIQUE DEMOCRATIQUE DU)

Alternates/Suppleants: . M. A_. KANKONDE
Premier Secretaire

CONGO (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OP)/
CONGO (REPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DU)

Member/Membre:

Alternates/Suppleants:

ethiopia/ethiopie

Member/Hembr© :

H. Leopold-Ghislain BANGO BANGO

Conseiller d1Ambassade ■ ■ -

Bruxelles

K. Joseph-Bonaventure MONSHEMVULA

Deuxieme secretaire d'Ambassade

Bruxelles

M. Joseph BUHENDWA

Conseiller a la B.N.C,

M. J.A. ENGOUINDI

Conseiller economique

Mission permanente

Geneve

H. J. GOMA

Inspecteur principal des -Douanes

Brazzaville

K. P. IBATA : ■ ■

Conseiller econoraique

Ambassade de la Republique populaire

du Congo

Bruxelles

M. Ghebre Chidan ALULA

First Secretary (Commercial Affairs)
Permanent Mission

Geneva

GABON

Member/Membre:

Alternates/Suppleants

S.S. M. Marc S. NAN-NGUEMA

Ambassadeur

Representant permanent du Gabon a Geneve

M. Jean-Baptiste,E3S0NGHE ,..

Premier'- Conseillei;.

Mission perraanente

Geneve ; - ■

M. Joseph N'DJOGAS

Deuxierae Conseiller

Mission permanente

Geneve
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GHANA

Member/Membre:

Advisers/Conseillers;

IVORY COAST/COTE D'IVOIRE

Member/llembre 1

Alternates/Suppleants:

KENYA

Member/ Membre:

H.E. M. K.B. ASANTE

Ambassador

Permanent Representative of Ghana

to the United Nations Office at

Geneva ::*.,,

Mr. M.Y. ASOfl/LNING

Second Secretary (Commercial Affairs)
Permanent Mission

Geneva

Mr. J.E.B. HAIZEL

Second Secretary (Commercial Affairs)

Permanent Mission, Geneva

Mr. Owusu AGYEMAN

Research Attache

Permanent Mission

Geneva

M. A.E. THIEHELE

Conseiller

Mission permanente

Geneve

M. Desire TANOE

Premier secretaire

Mission permanente

Geneve

II. K.D.

Chef de Service (Direction de la
Reglementation et des Autorisations)

M. Paul GUI-DIBO

Sous—Directeur du Commerce exterieur

Direction des Affaires economiques et

des Relations economiques exterieures

Abdijan . .

M, Jean tlANDE

Directeur regional des Douanes

Abidjan

Mr. F.I.J. MWIHIA

Senior Assistant Secretary (Economic)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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MADAGASCAR

Member/Membre:

Al+ernarte/Suppleant

Adviser/Conseiller?

KALI

Member/Membre:

Alternat e/Suppleant:

MAUR IT IUS/l-IAUHICE.

Member/Merabre:

NIGERIA

Member/te

.RWANDA

Member/Membre

SENEGAL

Kember/Membre

S.E. M.A. RA2AFINDRABE ,

Ambassadeur

Ambassade de Madagascar

Bruzelles

M. R.F. RAJOKAH

Attache ; . ■■■ ' ...

Ambassade de Madagascar

Bruxelles

M. P, RASANJBiAMANA

Ministere des Finances et du Commerce

M. Boubacar TRAVELE

Cons oilier technique au Ministere

des Finances et du Commerce
Bamako

M. Ousmane DIALLQ ...

Conseiller " '

Ambassade du Mali . : \ . -

Bruneiles

Mr. M.R. MAUGENDRE: /■■ " ■;■ ■

Assistant Secretary

ULiiistiy of Commerce and Industry

Port-Louis

Mr. George 0. N-IY1

Second B^zre'-^ry (CoiT.rr;ercial)
Federal Ministry of Trade,

Lagos

Mr. Jean-Chrysostcme NDUHUNGIREHE

Director—General

Ministry of External Trade

Kigali

M. H.B. 3ARR

Chef du Cabinet,

Ministere du developpement industriel
Dakar
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SOMALI DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC/SOMALIE

Member/Membre:

tunisia/tunisie

Member/Membre;

Alternates/Suppleants

uganda/ouganda

Member/Membre:

Alternate/Suppleant:

UNITED ARiLB REPUBLIC/

RSPUBLIQUE ARABS UNIE

Member/Hembre:

Alternates/Suppleants

UPPER VOLTa/HAUTE-VOLTA

Member/Membre:

Mr. M. ISI'IAIL KAHIN

First Counsellor

Somali Mission to EECj

Brussels

M. Mohamed SAYAH

Ambassadeur

Representant Permanent

Geneve

M. Hassan ABBSS

Conseiller ;

M. Abdelaziz AYADHI, Premier secretaire

Mr. C. MUSOKE

Under—Secretary

Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Kampala

M. F.J. TIBEKYIHGA

Assistant Secretary

Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Kampala

Mr. Hussein KHALLAP

Ambassador

Permanent Mission

Geneva

Mr. A. EL GOWHARI

Counsellor (Economic Affairs)

Permanent Mission

Geneva

Mr. S.L. EL-KHATIB

Commercial Secretary

Trade Representation Department

Ministry of Economy

Cairo

H.E. K.I-'I. KOMPAORE

Ambassadeur aupres de la CEE et du

Benelux
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OBSERVERS/OBSBRVATEURS ' "

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

3AN0XJE POUR LE LEVELOPPEUENT AFRICAIN

eaka/cee

ORGANISATION COMIiUIffi APRICAINE

JIALGACHE ET I1AURITIBNNE

Mr. I.E. EBONG

Economist, Research Department

P.O. Box 1387; Abidjan

Mr. U.S. SYLLA

Secretaire de Coordination des EAMA

223, rue de la Loi

1050, Bruxelles

M. R. RANAIVO'"
Chef de la Division du Commerce

exterieur

Yaounde

Caraeroun




